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ACADEMIC GUIDELINES 

 

It is time once again to consider your student’s schedule for the next school year.               
Additions or deletions of classes will be determined as a result of student registration.              
Arkansas Baptist provides a balanced curriculum for a wide variety of students whether             
their interests lie in science, math, literature, writing, or technology. There are many             
options depending on the student’s needs, ability ranges, interests and goals. Students            
should carefully consider what they want to accomplish in the high school years and enroll               
in courses according to their abilities, achievements and interests.  
 

● Three types of diplomas are offered: the Standard Diploma, the College           
Preparatory Diploma, and the Student of Distinction Diploma. If your student           
plans to attend a four-year college, a junior college, or a technical school, all              
of the College Preparatory courses should be included during the four years            
in high school.  

 

● Check the admission requirements of the colleges in which your student is            
interested. You can do this by calling the Admissions Office at these schools or              
visiting their websites. 

 

● If your student wants to receive a Student of Distinction Diploma or to be in               
competition for Valedictorian, then there are several more advanced courses that           
should be included.  

 

● It should be noted that if a sufficient number of students do not pre-register for a                
course, the course will not be offered for the next school year. 

 

Add/Drop Policy  
 

● Each student should be familiar with the requirements for graduation and potential            
college entrance requirements, as well as the course content prior to registering for             
classes. Students may add or drop a course before the school year starts as long               
as the schedule permits.  

 

● After the school year starts, schedule changes will only be made within the first two               
weeks of each semester in extenuating circumstances and at the discretion of the             
guidance counselor and the principal.  

  
● A student wishing to request a schedule change should obtain a drop/add form             

from the guidance counselor.  
 

● The student will then obtain signatures from the teachers involved in the change, as              
well as his parents. The completed form should be submitted to the guidance             
counselor for final approval.  

 

● STUDENTS CANNOT MAKE A SCHEDULE CHANGE WITHOUT THE        
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR’S FINAL APPROVAL. No schedule change is official         
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until the student receives an updated schedule. 
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● Please be aware of the following when dropping a class: 
1. During the first two weeks of the semester, there is no penalty for             

dropping a class. 
2. After the first two weeks of the semester, students may not add a class;              

students who do not have a study hall may drop a class during the first               
nine weeks. However, the student will receive a withdrawal grade (WP           
– withdraw passing or WF – withdraw failing) on his/her transcript.  

 

Advanced Placement (AP)  
 

AP courses are college level courses and require more in-depth study and time than a               
regular high school course. College credit can be earned at certain colleges with a              
passing score on the AP exam given by the College Board. The cost of the exam is                 
approximately $94. The exam is usually given during the first two weeks of May and the                
College Board determines the fee and the date. AP courses have the same grading scale               
as other classes, but one quality point is added to each grade (i.e., 90 - 100 = 5 pts., 87 –                     
89 = 4.7 pts., etc.) only if the AP exam is taken. However, an F receives no quality points.                   
Colleges in Arkansas no longer accept the increased quality points unless the AP exam is               
taken; therefore, The Baptist Preparatory School requires all students taking an AP course             
to take the exam for that course. To sign up for these courses, a student should have a                  
cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher, an A or B average in the courses previously taken in the                  
same field and a teacher recommendation. AP courses may require summer reading            
and/or projects. 
 

Honors Government/Economics 
 

Honors Government/Economics and Honors Bible are also college level courses, even           
though they are not AP. Therefore, the quality points are the same as for an AP course,                 
provided the final exam for each semester is taken. The exam must be taken even if the                 
student would otherwise be exempt from the exam. 
 

College Credit Courses  
 

Concurrent college credit courses are offered through John Brown University, Ouachita           
Baptist University, and online through Southwest Baptist University. Both high school           
credit and college credit will be earned upon evidence of successful completion of the              
course. There is an application process and an additional fee per credit hour charged by               
the universities for these courses. Concurrent courses have the same grading scale as             
other classes, but one quality point is added to each grade just as with AP classes. In                 
general, to sign up for these courses a student should have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or                 
higher and at least a B average in the courses previously taken in the same field. A                 
recommendation by a faculty member is required as well as a minimum composite ACT or               
SAT score, and in some instances, a minimum ACT score in a particular subject area. 
 

Principal’s List and Honor Roll 
 

Students are recognized on Renweb and the school’s website for superior grades.  The 
students who have all A’s are on the Principal’s List, and students who have a nine week 
average of 3.25 or above and no grade below a B are on the Honor Roll.  
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 

 

Please keep the following graduation information in mind as you choose your courses for 
next year. 
 

● In order to graduate from The Baptist Preparatory School, 26 credits including one             
credit of Bible for each year of attendance at Baptist Prep are required.  

● One-half (1/2) credit is given for each semester of a course successfully passed.  
● No more than one credit of PE may be counted.  

● Three types of diplomas are offered: the Standard Diploma, the College           
Preparatory Diploma, and the Student of Distinction Diploma.  

● Colleges now require four credits of math (Algebra I, Algebra II, Geometry, and an              
advanced math course) and three credits of science, with two credits of the same              
foreign language strongly recommended.  

 

Academic Recognition 
At graduation we recognize several groups of students: the Valedictorian and Salutatorian,            
the Students of Distinction, the Honor Graduates, as well as the National Honor Society,              
Beta Club, and Mu Alpha Theta members.  
 

● Students of Distinction  
This honor is awarded to students who qualify for the College Prep Diploma and              
have taken at least 9 of the higher level courses. The higher level courses are               
listed for you in the High School Curriculum Chart on page 7. The cumulative GPA               
must be at least 3.7 with no semester D’s and no more than three semester C’s. 

 

● Honor Graduates  
These students must have a cumulative GPA of 3.7, regardless of the type of              
diploma they receive. 

 

● Valedictorian/Salutatorian 
The honor of Valedictorian will be awarded to the Student of Distinction with the              
highest cumulative GPA over eight semesters of high school. The cumulative GPA            
will be calculated using only 54 semester grades and will include all AP and              
advanced studies courses and any semester grade lower than an A. If there is a               
tie, the Valedictorian will be the student with the greatest number of higher level              
courses, and the Salutatorian will be the student with the second greatest number             
of higher level courses. If there are two or more Valedictorians, there will be no               
Salutatorian. 

 

● The National Honor Society is limited to juniors and seniors who have an overall              
GPA of 3.85 at the end of the previous year, have high moral standards, have               
shown themselves to be leaders, and have performed community service.  

 

● The Beta Club is limited to students with an overall GPA of 3.25 with no semester                
C’s, and who demonstrate leadership, service, and school spirit. 

 

● Mu Alpha Theta is limited to students with a GPA of 3.5 in college preparatory               
mathematics and at least a 3.0 overall GPA. 
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DIPLOMA REQUIREMENTS  
 

Standard Diploma College Prep Diploma Student of Distinction 
  
   4   Christian Studies 4   Christian Studies 4   Christian Studies 
   4   English 4   English 4   English  
   4   Social Studies 4   Social Studies 4   Social Studies  
  *4   Math (Thru Alg. II)          *4   Math (Alg. II + 1 Higher level)      *4   Math (Alg. II + 1 Higher level)  

   4   Science             4   Science (including Chem.) 4   Science (including Chem.)  
   ½  Physical Education ½  Physical Education ½  Physical Education 
   ½  Health ½  Health ½  Health 
   ½  Oral Communications    ½  Oral Communications ½  Oral Communications 
   ½   Fine Arts ½  Fine Arts ½  Fine Arts 
    4   Electives 2   Foreign Language 2   Foreign Language 

3   Electives  4   Electives 
   26 Credits  27 Credits 28 Credits 
  
* Four math credits are required to be taken in grades 9 – 12. 
 
 

 

NCAA ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY 

 

All students who plan to participate in college athletics must 
register with the NCAA Eligibility Clearinghouse (www.eligibilitycenter.org/) 
and the NAIA Clearinghouse (www.playnaia.org/eligibility-center).  As the 
eligibility requirements for each organization change from time to 
time, you should visit each organization’s website listed above to 
familiarize yourself with the most current requirements.  In 
general, you will need at least the following courses: 
 

Division I -- 16 core courses 
If you plan to enter college in 2016 or after, you will need to present 16 core courses in the 
following breakdown: 

● 4 years of English            
● 3 years of mathematics (Algebra I or higher)            
● 2 years of natural/physical science (one must be a lab science)            
● 1 year of additional English, math or science            
● 2 years of social studies            
● 4 years of additional core courses (from any area listed above, or from foreign 

language, comparative religion or philosophy) 
● Earn a minimum required grade-point average in your core courses; and 
● Earn a combined SAT or ACT sum score that matches the core-course grade-point 

average and test score on a sliding scale.  
● Note - Not all SOAR classes meet the NCAA guidelines. 
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JUNIOR HIGH COURSE SELECTION GUIDE 

 

7TH Grade 8th Grade 
 

   Christian Studies  

   English  

   Science  

   History  

   Math 

   Rotation 

   P.E. / Athletics 

   1 Elective:  Intermediate Band, 
       Jr. High Choir, Study Hall, Band/Choir* 
  
          *shared same period 
 

 

   Christian Studies  

   English 

   Science 

   History  

   Math 

   Rotation  

   P.E. / Athletics 

   1 Elective:  Advanced Band, 
       Jr. High Choir, Study Hall 

 

JUNIOR HIGH CURRICULUM 

 

Departments 7th Grade 8th Grade 
  
Christian Studies 

 

Apologetics and Ecclesiastes 
 

Early History of Israel and 
Spiritual Survival Skills 
 

  
English 

 

Grammar and Writing Skills, 
 

 

Grammar, Composition, & 
Literature 

  
 Math 

 

Basic Math 7, Math 7, Pre 
Algebra 7 

 

Basic Pre Algebra 8, Pre 
Algebra 8, Honors Algebra I 
 

  
Science 

 

Life Science 
 

Earth Science 
 

  
Social Studies 

 

American History I 
 

American History II 
 

  
Rotation Classes (1/4 sem.) 

 

Technology, Fine Arts, Writing, 
Geography 

 

Technology, Fine Arts, Writing, 
Introduction to Latin 

 

Fine Arts 
 

Intermediate Band, JH Choir 
 

Advanced Band, JH Choir 
 

 

Other 
 

P.E., Athletics, Study Hall 
 

P.E., Athletics, Study Hall 
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSE SELECTION GUIDE  
 

 

TYPICAL SCHEDULE FOR THE STANDARD DIPLOMA:   
 

 

 

9th Grade 10th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade 
 

Christian Studies – 
Books of Poetry; 
Luke & Acts 
 

Lit. & Composition 
 

Modern World Hist. 
 

Physical Science 
 

Int. Algebra I or 
  Algebra I  
 

PE/Health or 
Athletics 
 

1 Elective 
 

Study Hall 
  

 

Christian Studies – 
Prophecy, Romans, 
Galatians 
 

World Lit. & Comp 
 

Ancient World Hist. 
  
Biology 
 

Informal Geometry or 
  Geometry 
 

2 Electives 
 

Study Hall 

 

Christian Studies – Biblical 
Worldview/ Bible Study 
Skills 
 

American Literature 
 

American History 
 

Anatomy 
 

Algebra II or Intermediate 
Algebra II - A 
 

Fine Arts / Speech  
 

1 Elective 
 

Study Hall 

 

Christian Studies 
–Understanding the Times 
 

 
British Literature 
 

Government/Economics 
 

Environmental Science 
 

Algebra III / Trig (recommended),  
  or Intermediate Algebra II - B 
  
2 Electives 
 

Study Hall 
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TYPICAL SCHEDULE FOR THE COLLEGE PREPARATORY DIPLOMA: 
 

 

 

9th Grade 10th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade 
 

Christian Studies – 
Books of Poetry; 
Luke & 
Acts 
  
Lit & Composition 
 

 

Modern World  
History 
 

Physical Science 
 

 

Algebra I  or 
Geometry 
 

Spanish I or  
  French I 
 

**PE/ Health or 
Athletics 
 

***1 Elective 

  
Christian Studies – 
Prophecy, Romans, 
Galatians, *Honors 
New Test. Greek 
 

World Lit & Comp.  
or *Pre AP English 10 
 

Ancient World History 
 

 

Biology 
 

 

Geometry, Algebra II  
or *Honors Algebra II 
 

Spanish II or 
  French II 
 

***2 Electives 

 

Christian Studies – Biblical 
Worldview / Bible Study Skills, 
*Honors New Test. Greek 
 

 

 American Lit or *AP 
Language  
 & Composition 
 

 American History or  
*College U.S. History 
 

*Chemistry or Anatomy 
  
  
Algebra II,  Algebra III/Trig, or 
*Pre-Calculus 
 

 Fine Arts / Speech or *College 
   Public Speaking 
 

 ***2 Electives 

  
Christian Studies 
–Understanding the Times, 
*Honors New Test. Greek 
  
 

British Lit, *AP Lit or 
*College English I and II 
 

*Honors Govt./ Econ. or  
  Govt./ Econ. 
 

*Chemistry, Anatomy, 
*Physics  
 

*Pre-Calculus, Alg. III/Trig, 
or *College  
 

***3 Electives 

 

*   Higher Level Course 
**During the ninth grade year, Band or Choir may be taken in place of PE/Health; however,  
    PE/Health must be taken at a later time, as these classes are required for graduation. 
***Study Hall may be taken in place of an Elective, but receives no credit. 
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TYPICAL SCHEDULE FOR THE STUDENT OF DISTINCTION DIPLOMA: 
A minimum 3.7 cumulative GPA, no more than 3 semester C’s, and nine higher level courses (*) are 
required to receive this diploma.  
 

 

9th Grade 10th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade 
  
Christian Studies – 
Books of Poetry; 
Luke,  Acts 
 

  
Literature &  
Composition 
 

 Modern World  
 History 
 

 Physical Science 
 

 

 Hon. Geometry 
 

 

 Spanish I or  
     French I 
 

**PE/ Health or 
Athletics 
 

 ***1 Elective 
 

  
Christian Studies – 
Prophecy, Romans, 
Galatians or *Honors 
New Test. Greek 
 

*Pre AP World Lit & 
Composition 
 

 Ancient World History 
 

 Biology (and 
 *Chemistry may be 
  taken concurrently) 
 

*Honors Algebra II 
 

 

 Spanish II or French 
II 
 

 ***2 Electives 

  
Christian Studies – Biblical 
Worldview / Bible Study Skills 
or *Honors New Test. Greek 
 

*AP Language & 
Composition 
 

  
American History or *College 
U.S. History  
 

*Chemistry, *AP Chemistry, 
Anatomy or *Physics  
 

*Pre-Calculus w/Trig 
 

 Fine Arts / Speech or 
*College Public Speaking 
 

 ***2 Electives 

  
Christian Studies – Marriage 
& Family/ Understanding the 
Times or *Honors New Test. 
Greek 
 

*AP Lit & Composition  or 
*College English I and II 
 

*Honors Government/  
 Economics 
 

*AP Chemistry, Anatomy or 
*Physics  
 

*AP Calculus or *College  
 Algebra  
 

 ***3 Electives  

 

*   Higher level courses.  
**During the ninth grade year, Band or Choir may be taken in place of PE/Health; however, 

PE/Health must be taken at a later time, as these classes are required for graduation. 
***Study Hall may be taken in place of an Elective, but receives no credit. 
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HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM 

   
Dept. Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 

Bible Books of Poetry; 
Luke, Acts 

Prophecy, Romans, 
Galatians,  *College 
Greek I, College Bible 
Interp., College 
Survey of the Bible  

Developing a Biblical  
Worldview, *College 
Greek I, College Bible 
Interp., College Survey 
of the Bible  

Understanding the 
Times,  *College 
Greek I,College Bible 
Interp., College Survey 
of the Bible  
 

English Concepts of  
Literature &  
Grammar 

World Lit  &  
Composition, 
*Pre AP English 

American Lit  &  
Composition or 
*AP  Language &  
Composition 
  

British Lit & 
Comp.,*College 
English I and II, *AP 
Lit & Composition 

Math Intermediate 
Algebra 1, Algebra I, 
Geometry 

Informal Geometry, 
Geometry,  *Honors 
Algebra II 
  
  

Intermediate Alg. IIA, 
Algebra II,  Alg.III/Trig., 
*College Algebra,  
*Pre-Calculus 
 

Intermediate Alg. IIB., 
Alg. II, Alg. III/Trig, 
*Pre-Calculus, *AP 
Calculus , *College 
Algebra  

Science Physical Science Biology, *Chemistry Anatomy, *Chemistry, 
*AP Chemistry 
*Physics,  
Environmental Sci. 

 Anatomy, *Chemistry, 
*AP Chemistry,  
*Physics,  
Environmental Sci. 
 

Social 
Studies 

Modern World 
History 

Ancient World History American History  
*College U.S. History 
I & II 

  Government/ Econ,  
*Honors 
Government/  
  Economics 

Foreign 
Language 
 

Spanish I, French I Spanish I, Spanish II, 
French I, French II 

Spanish I, Spanish II, 
*Spanish III,  French I, 
French II, French III 

Spanish I,  II, *III or 
*Spanish IV, French I, 
French II, French III  

Technology 
&Digital 
Design 
 

Computer Apps I, 
Computer Apps II, 
Photography I & II, 
Video Filmmaking 

Computer Apps I, 
Computer Apps II, 
Photography I & II, 
Video Filmmaking 

Computer Apps I, 
Computer Apps II, 
Photography I & II, 
Video Filmmaking, 
Studio 7 Internship 

Computer Apps I, 
Computer Apps II, 
Photography I & II, 
Video Filmmaking, 
Studio 7 Internship 

Fine Arts Band, Intermediate 
Choir, Drama, 
Drawing I & II, 
Visual Arts I & II 

Band, Int. Choir, Adv. 
Choir, Drawing I & II, 
Drama, Visual Arts I 
& II 

Band, Int. Choir, Adv. 
Choir, Drawing I & II, 
Drama, Visual Arts I 
& II, Fine Arts 
Internship 

Band, Int. Choir, Adv. 
Choir, Drawing I & II, 
Drama, Visual Arts I 
& II, Fine Arts 
Internship 

Physical 
Education 

P.E., Health, 
Athletics 

P.E., Health, 
Athletics 

P.E., Health, Athletics P.E., Health, Athletics 

Online 
College 
Credit  

   *Gen. Psychology, 
*Intro. to Sociology 

*Gen. Psychology, 
*Intro. to Sociology,  

Other 
Options 

Study Hall, 
Yearbook 

Study Hall, Speech, 
Yearbook 

Speech, *College 
Public Speaking, 
Personal Finance, 
Study Hall, Yearbook 

Speech, *College 
Public Speaking, 
Personal Finance, 
Study Hall, Yearbook 

 
* Higher level courses. 
Courses using a 5 point scale (underlined) 
Semester Course (in bold) 
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7TH - 8TH GRADE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

 

 

CHRISTIAN STUDIES COURSES: 
 

 

Course: Christian Studies – Apologetics & Ecclesiastes  
Grade Level: 7 
Course Content: This course includes a study of why the Bible matters, including:           

what the Bible is, what the Bible does and how the Bible changes             
lives. This course will aid in building a firm foundation in where the             
Bible came from, how it got to us and why we should trust it. This               
course will also prepare the student to defend their faith. It finishes            
with a study of the book of Ecclesiastes.  

 

 

Course: Christian Studies – History of Israel & Spiritual Survival Skills  
Grade Level: 8 
Course Content: The Early History of Israel study explores the history of the Israelites            

as they leave Egypt, wander in the desert for 40 years, and then             
enter into the Promised Land. This study includes the books of           
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy and Joshua. This course        
also addresses some of the most serious issues teens will face,           
such as friendships, wise choices, moral boundaries, authority, and         
suffering.  

 

 

 

ENGLISH COURSES: 
 

 

Course: Grammar & Writing Skills  
Grade Level: 7 
Course Content: This course strongly focuses on grammar and writing skills.         

Paragraph development and effective writing style are emphasized.        
The literature study includes an anthology of short stories, poems,          
essays, book reports, and plays which reflect Christian principles         
with an emphasis on character-building and life-enriching themes.        
Students also study the novel Johnny Tremain and The Horse and           
His Boy. Weekly instruction includes spelling, vocabulary and poetry         
memorization. 
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Course: Grammar, Composition, & Lit  
Grade Level: 8 
Course Content: Grammar and writing continue to be the main focus of this course.             

This intensive study of parts of speech, parts of a sentence, and            
sentence structure provides the student with a strong grammatical         
foundation. Descriptive writing, essay writing, writing style and        
critical thinking skills are emphasized. The study of literature         
exposes the student to important authors such as J.R.R. Tolkien,          
Arthur Conan Doyle, and Rudyard Kipling, with works such as The           
Hobbit, The Hound of the Baskervilles, and “The Legend of Sleepy           
Hollow.”  Spelling and vocabulary are integrated weekly, while        
poems are memorized quarterly. 

 

 

FINE ARTS COURSES: 
 

Course: Intermediate Band  
Grade Level: 7  
Prerequisites: Previous experience or by audition 
Course Content: This band is for instrumentalists who have at least one year of prior             

experience on a specific band instrument and approval of the band           
director. The band will participate in AAA and ASBOA sanctioned          
activities, including, but not limited to, Junior High All Region tryouts,           
solo and ensemble competition, and perform in at least two concerts           
a year.  

 

Course: Junior High Choir 
Grade Level: 7- 8 
Course Content: This course is open to all 7th and 8th grade school students.            

Students will sing a variety of music as they learn to read            
music and improve their vocal quality. Students participate in         
the Madrigal Dinner during the fall semester. In the spring,          
they attend the Choral Performance Assessment and perform        
a Spring Concert of contemporary music. No previous        
experience is required. Beginning students are welcome.       
Students have time to work on other subjects. Students may          
take band and choir, band and choir will share these students           
the same class period.  

 

Course: Advanced Band 
Grade Level: 8 – 12  
Prerequisites: Previous experience or by audition 
Credit: 1 for grades 9 – 12  
Course Content: Band is for students who have at least two years of prior experience             

on a specific band instrument or by approval of the band director.            
The band will participate in AAA and ASBOA sanctioned activities,          
perform at home football games, select basketball games, and         
perform at least two concerts a year.  
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MATH COURSES: 
 

 

Course: Basic Math 7  
Grade Level: 7 
Prerequisites: Grades, achievement test scores, and math diagnostic test        

scores will be used to determine placement. 
Course Content: The emphasis in this course is mastering basic math skills including 

integers, fractions, decimals and percents while integrating algebraic 
concepts. 

 

Course: Math 7 
Grade Level: 7 
Prerequisites: Grades, achievement test scores, and math diagnostic test        

scores will be used to determine placement. 
Course Content: This is a comprehensive course that prepares students who are at           

grade level for success in Pre-Algebra, Algebra and Geometry. The          
emphasis on building basic math skills is thoroughly integrated with          
algebraic concepts. Topics include problem solving, decimals,       
statistics, number patterns, fractions, percents, integers, equations,       
geometry concepts, probability, area, and volume. This course        
utilizes practice and application to increase knowledge of        
mathematics and to promote confidence and mastery. 

 

Course: Pre-Algebra 7 
Grade Level: 7  
Prerequisites: Grades, achievement test scores, and math diagnostic test        

scores will be used to determine placement. 
Course Content: Students are given a strong foundation in key mathematical         

concepts that bridge the gap between basic math concepts and          
Algebra and Geometry. The study of basic algebraic concepts         
includes variables, equations, graphing and linear relationships.       
Mathematical concepts, such as order of operations, rational and         
irrational numbers, and geometric concepts are also included.        
Throughout the course, critical thinking and problem solving are         
implemented. 

 

Course: Basic Pre-Algebra 8 
Grade Level: 8  
Prerequisites: Teacher recommendation and/or 70% average or below in Math         

7 
Course Content: Students are given a strong foundation in key mathematical         

concepts that bridge the gap between basic math concepts and          
Algebra. The study of basic algebraic concepts includes variables,         
equations, graphing and linear relationships. This course utilizes        
practice and application to increase knowledge of mathematics and         
to promote confidence and mastery. 
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Course: Pre-Algebra 8 
Grade Level: 8  
Prerequisites: Math 7 or 80% average or below in Pre-Algebra 7 
Course Content: This is the same course as Pre-Algebra 7; however, this course will            

move at a slower pace, will stress the basic concepts, and will not go              
into as great a depth as Pre-Algebra 7. It will allow the students a              
more thorough understanding of Pre-Algebra before they move into         
the regular Algebra I class. 

 

 

Course: Honors Algebra I  
Grade Level: 8 
Prerequisites: 80% average or above in Pre-Algebra, or an A average in           

Regular Math with teacher recommendation. 
Course Content: This course develops an understanding of Algebra by expanding the          

basic concepts introduced in Pre-Algebra. Topics include       
expressions, equations, functions, rational numbers, linear      
equations, graphing relations and functions, linear inequalities,       
systems of linear equations and inequalities, polynomials, factoring,        
and quadratic functions. 

 

 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: 
 

Course: Physical Education 
Grade Level: 7- 8  
Course Content: This course is designed to promote a lifestyle of good health and            

physical fitness. Individual fitness is developed as well as         
participation in team sports. A lifelong understanding and        
appreciation of a variety of sport activities is promoted through the           
study of rules and strategies and the development of skills.          
Sportsmanship is emphasized as students learn attitudes and habits         
such as teamwork, initiative, and self-control. This class will meet          
one semester. 

 

 

Course: Athletics 
Grade Level: 7 - 8 
Course Content: This class is highly recommended for both male and female students           

participating in Volleyball, Basketball or Football in the Jr. High          
Athletic program. This scheduled athletic period is designed to allow          
our Junior High athletes the opportunity for a designated strength          
and conditioning work-out time as well as a time to develop the            
fundamentals of their sport.  
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SCIENCE COURSES: 
 

Course: Life Science 
Grade Level:              7 
Course Content: Life Science is an introductory survey of the major areas of           

biological science, laying the foundation for tenth grade biology. The          
course stresses concepts that are significant to all Christians,         
emphasizing God’s role as the Creator. Topics include worldviews,         
scientific method, cell structure and function, genetics and the         
classification and study of organisms in each of the five kingdoms.           
Students will be involved with experimentation and dissection,        
including hands-on activities, and laboratory activity. A science fair         
project is required. 

 

Course: Earth Science 
Grade Level: 8 
Course Content: Earth Science is a study of the physical universe including the           

celestial bodies, exploration of space, meteorology and weather,        
geology and the hydrosphere. Subject matter is enhanced through         
applicable labs and field trips. Acknowledgement of God as the          
Originator of earth’s order, reason and reality is integrated         
throughout the course. A science fair project is required. 

 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES COURSES: 
 

Course: American History 7  
Grade Level: 7 
Course Content: American History is presented over two years with the seventh          

grade course covering the period of time from the discovery of           
America through the Civil War. The course will present the history of            
the United States from a Christian perspective and will include a           
study of government and the geography of the Western Hemisphere.          
The goal of the text is to show God’s hand in the history of the               
United States, to emphasize the role of individuals in history, and to            
encourage students to be good citizens by actively participating in          
our unique form of government. 

 
Course: American History 8 
Grade Level: 8 
Course Content: This course is a continuation of American History and covers the time              

period from Reconstruction to modern times. Students examine        
democratic ideals such as the dignity of humanity, the value of           
diversity, limited government, freedom of speech, freedom of        
religion, and the freedom to pursue economic opportunity. Through         
the story of America’s rise to greatness, students learn to recognize           
the hand of God in history and to appreciate the influence of            
Christianity in government and society.  
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ROTATION COURSES: 
 

Course: Technology 7 
Grade Level: 7 
Credit: ¼ (9-week course) 
Course Content: This course was created to prepare and equip students with basic           

career readiness and digital literacy skills. In this course, students          
are introduced to technology utilized in high school, college and the           
professional world, including basic computing software such as:        
Google Docs, Google Slides and Gmail. Keyboarding skills are         
further developed through daily emphasis on building reasonable        
speed and accuracy. Students also learn how to safely conduct          
themselves in the online world through building an online awareness          
knowledge base. 

 

 

Course: Fine Arts 7 
Grade Level: 7 
Credit: ¼ (9-week course) 
Course Content: This 9-week course is designed for students to learn the basic           

fundamental concepts of how to draw. This course will give students           
an opportunity to learn and practice techniques that are essential for           
every artist. Students will study line, value, light, texture, and          
shapes. Each student will keep a notebook/portfolio of their note,          
sketches, and progress. 

 

 

Course: Writing 7 
Grade Level: 7 
Credit: ¼ (9-week course) 
Course Content: In this course students will hone their writing skills. Short writing           

exercises will be assigned to strengthen the student’s ability to write           
descriptively and expressively.  

 

 

Course: Geography 7 
Grade Level: 7 
Credit: ¼ (9-week course) 
Course Content: This 9 weeks course is designed to advance students’ knowledge of           

the world. We will be learning map skills and specific names and            
locations of countries in Latin America, Asia, Europe, the Middle          
East, and Africa. Students will also learn about the people, climate,           
resources, traditions and religion of each area. During the final          
week of class, students will give a presentation about a specific           
country. 
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Course: Technology 8 
Grade Level: 8 
Credit: ¼ (9-week course) 
Course Content: This course was created to prepare and equip students with basic           

career readiness and digital literacy skills. In this course, students          
gain experience in the elements of the Chrome OS through          
project-based modules to develop skills in word processing,        
spreadsheet and presentation applications including: Google Docs,       
Google Sheets and Google Slides. Students also learn how to          
collaboratively work in files as a class and in teams. Keyboarding           
skills are further developed through daily emphasis on building         
reasonable speed and accuracy. Students are also introduced to         
concepts and soft skills needed to succeed in today’s job market. 

 

Course: Applied Visual Art Practicum  
Grade Level: 8th Grade  
Credit: ¼ (9-week course)  

Course Content: This 9-week course will give students a 
hands-on introductory knowledge in various artistic mediums with a 
goal of providing practical experience for the development of 
creative self-expression, critical thinking, and a lifelong appreciation 
of visual arts.  This will be both academic (20% research/study) as 
well as practical (80% hands on/messy)   This introductory class is 
not meant to produce works of fine art (although that may likely 
occur), but rather guide students in discovering and using their 
God-given potential to create.  It will foster/stimulate/promote 
awareness of Visual Art in our everyday lives.  Potential medium: 
Paint, paper, fabric, glue, plaster, soap, resin, glass, metal, chalk, 
etc. 

 

Course: Writing 8 
Grade Level: 8 
Credit: ¼ (9-week course) 
Course Content: In this course, students will hone their writing skills. Short writing           

exercises will be assigned to strengthen the student’s ability to write           
descriptively and expressively.  

 

Course: Introduction to Latin 
Grade Level: 8 
Credit: ¼ (9-week course) 
Course Content: In this nine weeks Rotation class, students will be introduced          

to the basic foundations of the Latin language. The course is           
designed to help build an understanding of how to study a           
foreign language and to provide a foundation for learning         
Romance languages such as Spanish or French.  
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

CHRISTIAN STUDIES DEPARTMENT: 
 

Course: Books of Poetry, Luke and Acts 
Grade Level: 9 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This course includes the study of the wisdom books of the Bible            

(Job, Psalms, and Proverbs) during the fall semester. In the spring           
semester, the fulfillment of God’s promises is studied in the gospel           
of Luke and the book of Acts.  

 

Course: Bible Prophecy and Faith at Work 
Grade Level: 10 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This course is designed to help students view the Bible as one            

complete, interdependent revelation of God, taking students directly        
to scripture to follow God’s pattern of revealing Himself and His plan            
of redemption. The first semester takes the students through the          
books of Ephesians, Galatians, and James. Second semester        
explores prophecy from Genesis to Revelation. By the use of          
workbooks, scripture memory, lectures, studies, and quizzes, the        
student will learn to apply scriptures to everyday life.  

 

Course: Developing a Biblical Worldview 
Grade Level: 11 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This course is an introductory course in basic Christian philosophy          

and apologetics. Areas of study include politics, economics,        
education, religion, and social issues. The Nehemiah Institute’s        
PEERS Test is utilized to assess worldview thinking. This course          
emphasizes both discipleship and leadership.  

 

Course: Understanding the Times 
Grade Level: 12 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This course provides a basis for the student’s personal         

understanding of the Biblical Christian worldview as contrasted with         
the world views of secular Humanism, Marxism-Leninism, Cosmic        
Humanism, Islam, and Postmodernism. Students examine these       
alternative worldviews as they impact five essential realms of         
knowledge – theology, philosophy, ethics, psychology and biology.        
Students learn to view the supremacy of Christ and the Christian           
worldview as the point of integration of all these areas and become            
better equipped to recognize error and communicate God’s truth in          
the workplace or on the college campus. 
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Course: College Bible – New Testament Greek I 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in the previous year’s Bible AND Foreign           

Language classes, 18 on ACT or equivalent test and faculty          
recommendation. 

Course Content: Greek I is an introduction to New Testament Greek. The course           
focuses on the forms, grammar, vocabulary and syntax of Koine          
Greek for the purpose of translating and interpreting the Greek New           
Testament. The course begins with the Koine Greek alphabet and          
continues with the noun system (including adjectives, prepositions,        
and pronouns) and the indicative verb system. The goal is to           
translate selected passages from John’s writings at the end of the           
course. Students may choose to receive 3 hours of college credit           
from Ouachita Baptist University in addition to high school credit. In           
order to receive OBU credit, students must meet their academic          
admissions standards and pay the extra concurrent credit fee.  

 
Course: College Bible – Survey of the Bible 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in the previous year’s Bible class, 18 on            

ACT or equivalent test and faculty recommendation 
Course Content: In Survey of the Bible, the student will survey the redemptive story of             

the Bible from Genesis to Revelation, emphasizing how that story          
shapes the Christian’s worldview and affects life decisions.        
Students may choose to receive 3 hours of college credit from           
Ouachita Baptist University in addition to high school credit. In order           
to receive OBU credit, students must meet their academic         
admissions standards and pay the extra concurrent credit fee.         
Students may choose to take the class without receiving concurrent          
credit, in which case, no extra fee will be required. 

 

Course: College Bible – Bible Interpretation 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in the previous year’s Bible class, 18 on            

ACT or equivalent test and faculty recommendation 
Course Content: This class will focus on how to read and gain meaning from a             

Biblical passage. The student will learn how to use tools from           
History, Language, Culture, Geography and other disciplines.       
Techniques of correctly interpreting figures of speech such as         
parables, metaphors and allegories will also be explored. The         
philosophy which guides this study is the Bible is the inspired Word            
of God and is a Christian’s source of faith and practice. Frequent            
writing exercises which demonstrate the use of these tools will be           
required. 
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT: 
 

Course: English 9, Concepts of Literature and Grammar  
Grade Level: 9 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: In ninth grade English, emphasis shifts to a more purposeful study of            

literature. High quality literary works introduce a new realm of          
reading comprehension and pleasure as students develop the        
literary and critical vocabulary needed for the technical discussion of          
artistic writing. Some of the works studied include Romeo and          
Juliet, The Giver, The Call of the Wild, Great Expectations and The            
Odyssey. Grammar and composition instruction continues with the        
parts of speech, phrases, clauses, sentence structure, usage and         
mechanics. Students develop expository writing skills. Spelling,       
vocabulary and poetry memorization are integrated weekly.  

 

 

Course: World Literature and Composition 
Grade Level: 10 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: Through the study of selected works from world literature         

representing a variety of concepts and genres, students continue to          
develop literary vocabulary and analysis skills. Works studied        
include Julius Caesar and A Tale of Two Cities. The study of            
grammar, vocabulary, and spelling are integrated throughout the        
course. Student compositions include short stories and poetry as         
well as descriptive, narrative, expository, and persuasive writing.        
Selected author research paper is required. 

 

Course: Pre-AP World Literature and Composition 
Grade Level: 10 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisite: Minimum of B average in English 9 
Course Content: This course of study has the same basic curriculum as regular World            

Literature. It offers a rich and rigorous literacy curriculum which is           
designed to increase the academic challenge to students by         
teaching and mastering skills, concepts, and methods in literature         
and composition consistent with the AP English courses. Using         
in-depth units of study, along with building skills in research, writing,           
critiquing, and expression, will prepare the student for success in AP           
courses, as well as in other challenging courses. Summer reading          
with a project is required. 
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Course: American Literature and Composition 
Grade Level: 11 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This course is a comprehensive study of our literary heritage which           

tracks American literature from the colonial period to the present.          
Selections include short stories by Hawthorne, Melville and Welty;         
poetry by Eliot, Whitman and Dickinson; and essays by Paine and           
Thoreau. Novels studied include The Scarlet Letter and The         
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Students also study one        
Shakespearean drama. Vocabulary is studied in the context of         
reading assignments and in preparation for the PSAT, SAT and          
ACT.  A literary research paper on an American author is required.  

 

 

Course: AP Language and Composition 
Grade Level: 11  
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in English 10 and teacher         

recommendation 
Course Content: This course engages students in becoming skilled readers of prose          

written in a variety of periods, disciplines, rhetorical contexts and in           
becoming skilled writers who compose for a variety of purposes.          
This course will enable students to write effectively and confidently          
by concentrating on vocabulary, sentence structures, logical       
organization, a balance of generalization and specific illustrative        
detail, and an effective use of rhetoric. A literary research paper is            
required to receive credit for the course. Summer reading with a           
project is required. It is mandatory that students enrolled in an AP            
class take the AP Exam given in May. 

 
 

Course: British Literature and Composition 
Grade Level: 12 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This course is a chronological survey of British literature from the           

Anglo Saxon Period through the Modern Era. This includes works          
such as Beowulf, The Canterbury Tales, Shakespeare’s Macbeth,        
sonnets, and other forms of poetry. The Twentieth Century is          
centered on the Short Story. Essays of various forms are generated           
from the readings on a regular basis. Journals are kept as well as             
notes and graded papers in a binder that are turned in from time to              
time for a grade. Novels vary each year attaining to a classical            
approach to literature using the following authors: Sophocles, T.S.         
Elliot, Kafka, Mary Shelley, and other British novelists. A research          
paper with a passing grade following all teacher requirements is          
required for graduation regardless of the GPA in that class.  
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Course: AP Literature and Composition 
Grade Level: 11  
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in English 10 and teacher         

recommendation 
Course Content: Advanced Placement Literature and Composition is taught at the         

college freshman level and focuses on drama, poetry, and the novel           
as well as a survey of British Literature. Literary elements within the            
works are highly emphasized and AP multiple choice questions and          
AP Style essays are taught in preparation for the AP Exam. This            
course engages students in reading, analyzing, and interpreting        
works of literature through writing and discussion. Writing skills         
emphasize analytical and critical analysis essays, poetry explication,        
and creative writing. Literary selections vary from year to year and           
may include Heart of Darkness, Wuthering Heights, Edith Hamilton’s         
Mythology, and ‘Till We have Faces. A research paper following all           
requirements of the teacher is required for graduation regardless of          
the GPA in that class. A summer reading and project is required            
prior to entering the fall semester of school. It is mandatory that            
students enrolled in an AP class take the AP Exam given in May. 

 

Course: College English I: Composition 
Grade Level: 12 
Credit: 1/2 (and 3 hours college credit) 
Prerequisites:  ACT composite score of 20 and 3.0 cumulative GPA 
Course Content: In this course, students will write in a variety of modes and styles for              

different audiences and purposes. The sequence of written        
assignments builds on writing from personal experience and        
gradually integrates perspectives from published sources. A short,        
research-based essay is required. Students will receive 3 hours of          
college credit from John Brown University in addition to high school           
credit. In order to receive JBU credit, students must meet their           
academic admissions standards and pay the extra concurrent credit         
fee. 

 

 

Course: College English II: Literary Analysis and Research 
Grade Level: 12 
Credit: 1/2 (and 3 hours college credit) 
Prerequisites: College English Comp I; ACT composite score of 20 and 3.0           

cumulative GPA 
Course Content: This course is an introduction to the analysis of literary texts through            

reading and researching a selection of short stories, poems, dramas,          
and novels. In addition to essays of analysis of such works, a            
substantial research paper is required. Students will receive 3 hours          
of college credit from John Brown University in addition to high           
school credit. In order to receive JBU credit, students must meet           
their academic admissions standards and pay the extra concurrent         
credit fee. 
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FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT: 
 

 

Course: Advanced Band 
Grade Level: 8 – 12  
Prerequisites: Previous experience or by audition 
Credit: 1 (for grades 9 – 12) 
Course Content: This course is for students who have at least two years of prior             

experience on a specific band instrument or by approval of the band            
director. The band will participate in AAA and ASBOA sanctioned          
activities, will perform at home football games, marching contests,         
concert contests, solo and ensemble and will perform at least two           
concerts a year.  

 

 
Course: Intermediate Choir 
Grade Level: 9* 
Credit: 1 
Course Content:  This course is open to all 9th grade students who enjoy singing.            

Students will sing a variety of music as they increase their           
sight-reading skills and improve their vocal quality. Students        
participate in the Madrigal Dinner the fall semester. In the spring,           
they attend choral performance assessment and perform a Spring         
Concert of contemporary music. Beginning students are welcome. *         
This class is also open to 10th-12th grade students who have not            
been in choir before. A strong desire to grow in their knowledge of             
music is required.   

 
 

Course: Advanced Choir 
Grade Level: 10-12   
Credit: 1 
Course Content: Advanced Choir is for students who have previously been         

Intermediate. Students in this class must be serious about music          
and choral singing. This group will continue to increase         
sight-reading skills and improve their vocal quality as they prepare          
more challenging music. This group is the "Royal Court" at the           
Madrigal Dinner and sings at the Capitol and nursing homes during           
the fall semester. In the spring, they attend the Choral Performance           
Assessment, open for a show in Branson, Missouri, and perform a           
Spring Concert of contemporary music. They also sing at         
graduation.  
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Course: Drama 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This Drama course introduces many aspects of drama by allowing          

students to experience the excitement and diversity of theatre.          
Students will study acting, directing, theatre history, hair and         
makeup, set design, sound and lighting. Students will enhance their          
acting and communication skills while performing and creating.        
Students will also build an appreciation for theatre while studying          
techniques, methods, and classic plays/musicals. These students       
will perform a one act at the end of the Spring Semester. 

 
 
Course: Drawing I 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1/2 
Course Content: In Drawing I students will develop a foundation in drawing          

techniques and strategies. Students will be introduced to creative         
opportunities using a variety of media including graphite, colored         
pencil, marker, ink, scratchboard and watercolors. Students will        
learn about line, color, detail, foreshortening, design, collage,        
shapes, roughs, composition, shading, textures, transferring and       
perspective. Students will learn and practice how to sketch and          
develop a portfolio of their work. 

 

 

Course: Drawing II 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1/2 
Course Content: In Drawing II students will continue to be challenged expanding on           

all techniques and skills developed in Drawing I. Study will include           
figures, portraiture, cartoons, caricatures, landscape, still life, and        
drafting, using a variety of media that may involve graphite, colored           
pencil, marker, ink, scratchboard, watercolors, charcoal, pastels, and        
clay. Students will explore different art styles and techniques         
through artists of our time. Students will maintain an active          
sketching portfolio. 
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Course: Visual Arts/Studio Art Survey I 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Credit: ½ 
Course Content: The mission of Visual Arts/Studio Art Survey I is to give students a             

hands-on introductory experience to various artistic mediums with a         
goal of providing practical experience for each discipline chosen.         
This will be both academic (20% research/study) as well as practical           
(80% hands on). 2-3 of the following disciplines will be explored at            
an introductory level in 9-week blocks: Watercolor, Acrylic/Mixed        
Media, Sculpture, Sewing/Costume Design, Basic Stage      
Design/Construction. This introductory class is not meant to        
produce works of fine art, but rather guide students in discovering           
their God-given potential to create as well as wetting their appetite           
for further study in the field. (Supply list based upon media chosen:            
$100 estimate)  

 
Course: Visual Arts/Studio Art Survey II 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Credit: ½ 
Course Content:  The mission of Visual Arts/Studio Art Survey II is to give students a             

hands-on introductory experience to various artistic mediums with a         
goal of providing practical experience for each discipline chosen.         
This will be both academic (20% research/study) as well as practical           
(80% hands on). 2-3 of the following disciplines will be explored at            
an introductory level in 9-week blocks: Watercolor, Acrylic/Mixed        
Media, Sculpture, Sewing/Costume Design, Basic Stage      
Design/Construction. This introductory class is not meant to        
produce works of fine art, but rather guide students in discovering           
their God-given potential to create as well as wetting their appetite           
for further study in the field. (Supply list based upon media chosen:            
$100 estimate) 

  
Course: Applied Fine Arts Internship 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Application, Teacher/Committee Approval.  
Other Requirements: This course may require participation both during and outside           

regular school hours and students may be required to purchase          
personal art supplies for individual projects.  

Course Content:  The objective of the Applied Fine Arts Internship is to give a            
practical, hands-on opportunity to students who may feel called to          
the arts. The internship will allow students to explore and create           
individual projects through research and guidance while also serving         
the school through group projects. Projects may include seasonal         
artwork to display in school hallways, create and explore personal          
artwork based on individual interests/mediums, brianstorm/create      
set pieces for school play, attend off-site field trips, have the           
opportunity to work with lower school students, and build their          
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portfolio.  

FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT: 
 

 

Course: Spanish I 
Grade Level: 9-12  

Credit: 1 
Course Content: In this course, students learn the basics of the Spanish language by            

learning how to conjugate verbs and construct/form sentences.         
Students acquire an extensive vocabulary including words used in         
everyday conversation, words useful for travel in Spanish-speaking        
countries, and words useful in sharing the gospel. By the end of the             
year, the student is able to communicate efficiently in the present           
tense. Students are able to practice the language by giving          
presentations in Spanish and conversing with both classmates and         
the teacher.  

 

 

Course: Spanish II 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Must have received at least a C in Spanish I 
Course Content: This course builds on the grammatical framework of Spanish I with           

added tenses, expanded vocabulary and a greater emphasis on the          
application of acquired skills. By the end of the year, the student is             
able to communicate proficiently in the present, preterite, and         
imperfect tenses. Students are able to practice the language by          
giving presentations such as children’s Bible stories, their own         
testimony, and sharing the gospel with one another. 

 

 

Course: Spanish III 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Must have received at least a C in Spanish II 
Course Content: This course builds on the grammatical framework of Spanish II with 

added tenses, expanded vocabulary and a greater emphasis on the 
application of acquired skills.  By the end of the year, the students 
are able to communicate proficiently in the present, preterite, 
imperfect, present progressive, present perfect, future and 
conditional tenses.  Spanish culture will come to life as students 
“adopt” a country and research it throughout the year.  Students then 
present different aspects of their country’s culture both orally and in 
writing.  
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Course: Spanish IV 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Must have received at least a C in Spanish III 
Course Content: This course builds on the grammatical framework of Spanish III with 

added tenses, and moods, expanded vocabulary, and a greater 
emphasis on the application of acquired skills.  An emphasis is 
placed on both Spanish and Latin American literature as well as 
advanced grammar, oral presentations, and compositions.  Once a 
week is devoted to student led devotions in Spanish.  Contextual 
study as well as circumlocution is part of the focus as well as 
Hispanic culture, geography, and history which enrich this study as 
students are challenged to develop fluency in the language. 

 

 

Course: French I 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: French I begins the process of learning the French language. 

Students acquire a solid foundation through the use of vocabulary, 
memorizing Scripture, grammar, culture, reading and writing. 
Students learn basic sentence structure and conversation skills 
through the connection of useful topics. Students practice these 
skills through written exercises, oral presentations and group 
activities. By the end of the year, the student is able to express 
verbal and written ideas in French in the present and past tense. 
Students will also have a greater understanding of French culture  
and how it compares to American culture. 
 

 
Course: French II 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: C average or better in French I 
Course Content: French II reviews the basics of French I and continues to build the 

foundation for communication. The course will teach French through 
the use of vocabulary, Scripture memorization, grammar, culture, 
reading, and writing. Students will learn to tell and write stories, 
expanding their knowledge of verb usage including past, present, 
imperfect and future tense.  Students will practice written and oral 
communication through projects and presentations. Throughout the 
year, students will gain a deeper knowledge of how to express 
themselves in French in order to build confidence in speaking and 
writing the language. 
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Course: French III 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: C average or better in French II 
Course Content: This course builds on the grammatical framework of French II with           

additional verb tenses, expanded vocabulary and a greater        
emphasis on the application of the French language. Students will          
begin to fully comprehend listening and reading passages while         
developing more complex writing and speaking skills. Students in         
this class are actively engaged in their own learning, understand          
common vocabulary terms and phrases, know how to use a wide           
range of grammar patterns, participate in conversations and respond         
appropriately to conversational prompts. They also analyze and        
compare cultural practices, products, and perspectives of various        
French-speaking countries, and take frequent assessments in order        
to monitor their language progression.  

 

 
 
MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT: 
 

 

Course: Intermediate Algebra I 
Grade Level: 9  
Credit: 1  
Prerequisite: Overall average of 70% or lower in Basic Pre-Algebra 8 and           

teacher recommendation  
Course Content: This course will explore the key concepts of Algebra I at a modified             

pace. Concepts will include variables in Algebra; order of         
operations; real numbers; absolute value; using the four basic math          
operations with integers; the distributive property; combining like        
terms; solving equations; ratios, rates and percent; the coordinate         
plane; graphing linear equations; and slope of a line. Practice,          
repetition and application are used to promote understanding of the          
concepts. 

 

Course: Algebra I 
Grade Level: 9  
Credit: 1  
Prerequisite: Pre-Algebra 8 
Course Content: This course develops an understanding of algebra by expanding the          

basic concepts introduced in pre-algebra. Topics include       
expressions, equations, functions, rational numbers, linear      
equations, graphing relations and functions, linear inequalities,       
systems of linear equations and inequalities, polynomials, factoring,        
and quadratic functions. 
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Course: Honors Geometry 
Grade Level: 9 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Algebra I 
Course Content: Geometry introduces students to the theory and application of formal          

and informal reasoning through proofs, theorems, and real-life        
geometry. Additional topics of study include geometric figures and         
their properties, parallel and perpendicular lines, congruence and        
similarity formulas and proofs, right triangles, solids – area and          
volume.  Algebra is integrated throughout the course. 

 

 

Course: Informal Geometry 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Algebra I 
Course Content: This course introduces students to the theory and application of          

formal and informal reasoning through theorems and real-life        
geometry. Topics of study include geometric figures and properties,         
congruence and similarity formulas, circles, polygons, area and        
volume. This course is designed for students coming from Basic          
Algebra I or the student who did not maintain or struggled to            
maintain a C average in Algebra I. 

 

 

Course: Geometry 
Grade Level: 10 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Algebra I 
Course Content: This course introduces students to the theory and application of          

formal and informal reasoning through proofs, theorems, and        
real-life geometry. Additional topics of study include geometric        
figures and their properties, parallel and perpendicular lines,        
congruence and similarity formulas and proofs, right triangles, solids         
– area and volume.  Algebra is integrated throughout the course. 

 

 

Course: Honors Algebra II 
Grade Level: 10-11  
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in Algebra I; Geometry 
Course Content: This course provides a review of basic algebra functions and          

extends skills in graphing and in solving equations. Advanced         
algebraic topics include exponential functions, matrices,      
polynomials, radical and rational expressions, and logarithmic       
functions. This course is designed for the student who maintained          
an A or B average in Algebra I and geometry. A student who has a               
C average may enroll with recommendation from the teacher. 
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Course:                   Intermediate Algebra II - A                  
Grade Level: 11 – 12 
Credit:                     1 
Prerequisites: Enrolled in SOAR Program, Overall average of 70% or lower in           

Basic Pre-Algebra 8 and teacher recommendation 
Course Content: Intermediate Algebra II will explore the key concepts of Algebra 2 at            

a modified pace. Concepts will include basic algebraic review,         
equations and inequalities, linear systems, polynomials, factoring,       
exponents, roots, and rational expressions. This course is designed         
for students that struggle significantly with mathematics and        
algebra. Practice, repetition, and application are used to promote         
understanding of the concepts. 

 

 

Course: Algebra II 
Grade Level 10-11 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Algebra I; Geometry 
Course Content: This is the same course as Honors Algebra II; however, it will move               

at a slower pace, stress the basic concepts, and will not go into as              
great a depth as the Honors course. This course is designed for the             
student who has acquired knowledge of the basic skills of Algebra I  
and Geometry, but has a C average or lower in those courses. 

 

 

Course: Algebra III / Trigonometry 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Geometry and Algebra II 
Course Content: This course covers trigonometric functions and their applications in         

real-life situations. Students will learn to use the unit circle in both            
degree and radian measure. They will study functions, graphs,         
inverses, fundamental identities, sum and difference formulas, and        
double angle formulas. Graphing calculators are used to graph         
functions, approximate solutions, and perform complicated      
mathematical procedures. This course will move at a slower pace          
than the pre-calculus course and is intended for the student who has            
a C average or below in Algebra II or Geometry. 
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Course: Pre-Calculus with Trigonometry 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Geometry and Algebra II 
Course Content: This course is designed for the advanced level students who have           

maintained at least a B average in their previous math courses.           
They will study in detail linear, quadratic, absolute value, polynomial,          
rational, logarithmic, and exponential functions and their graphs.        
Students will also become very familiar with trigonometric        
applications in dealing with functions and their graphs, analytic         
trigonometry, vectors, dot products, and polar coordinates and their         
graphs. Other topics of study include complex numbers, conics, and          
an introduction to Calculus in finding limits. Graphing calculators are          
used to graph functions, approximate solutions, and perform        
complicated mathematical procedures. 

 

 

Course: Intermediate Algebra II - B                 

Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Algebra II - A 
Course Content: This course is designed to continue where Intermediate Algebra II -           

A ends. Students will be exposed to math content covered in           
College Algebra courses. As in Intermediate Algebra II - A, this           
course is designed for students that struggle significantly with         
mathematics and algebra and will move at a modified pace.  

 

 

Course: College Algebra 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: 1 (and 3 hours college credit) 
Prerequisites: Algebra II; Composite score of 20, an ACT Math score of 19 and             

a 3.0 cumulative GPA 
Course Content: This college level course includes the following topics: solving         

equations and systems of equations, functions and graphing,        
complex numbers, inequalities, logarithms, exponentials,     
sequences, series, mathematical induction, and the binomial       
theorem. Students will receive 3 hours of college credit from John           
Brown University in addition to high school credit. In order to receive            
JBU credit, students must meet their academic admissions        
standards and pay the extra concurrent credit fee. 
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Course: AP Calculus AB 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in Pre-Calculus or permission from         

instructor 
Course Content: This course is equivalent to a first semester course in calculus on            

most college and university campuses. Topics covered include        
limits, derivatives, and integration. The course prepares the student         
for the AP Calculus AB exam. It is mandatory that students enrolled            
in an AP class take the AP Exam given in May. 

 

 

 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION / HEALTH DEPARTMENT: 
 

 

Course: Physical Education 
Grade Level: 9 – 12  
Credit: ½  
Course Content: This course is designed to promote a lifestyle of good health and            

physical fitness. Individual fitness is developed as well as         
participation in team sports. A lifelong understanding and        
appreciation of a variety of sport activities is promoted through the           
study of rules and strategies and the development of skills.          
Sportsmanship is emphasized as students learn attitudes and habits         
such as teamwork, initiative, and self-control. 

 

Course: Athletics 
Grade Level: 9 – 12  
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This scheduled athletic period is designed to allow our high school           

athletes the opportunity for a designated strength and conditioning         
work-out time as well as a time to develop the fundamentals of their             
sport. It is highly recommended that both male and female athletes           
from football, volleyball, and basketball enroll in this class. This          
course will satisfy the Physical Education requirement for        
graduation. It will only count for a grade the first time it is taken. If               
taken more than once, the course will be considered pass or fail and             
counted for credit only. 

 

Course: Health 
Grade Level: 9 
Credit: ½ 
Course Content: The purpose of Health is to help students better understand the           

human body and determine the steps needed to attain and maintain           
good health. The spiritual aspects of health are integrated         
throughout the course. Legal, moral and ethical aspects of health          
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are considered, and personal responsibility is emphasized. 
 

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT: 
 

Course: Physical Science 
Grade Level: 9 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This course lays the foundation for chemistry and physics by          

introducing fundamental concepts in both areas. Topics include        
properties of matter, atomic structure and bonding, chemical        
reactions, forms of energy, forces, and properties of light and sound.           
Laboratory experiences contribute to hands-on learning and the        
application of concepts.  A science fair project is required. 

 

 

Course: Biology 
Grade Level: 10 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Physical Science 
Course Content: This course is a survey of biological concepts, preparing students for           

college level biology courses. It is taught from a Biblical world view.            
The study includes cellular biology, genetics, taxonomy,       
microbiology, botany and zoology. Laboratory experiences enhance       
and reinforce the students’ understanding of these concepts. 

 
 
Course: Chemistry 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Physical Science, Algebra II (may be enrolled in Chemistry and          

Algebra II concurrently) 
Course Content: Chemistry deals primarily with the nature of matter including the          

atomic structure, physical composition, energy changes and reactive        
tendencies of different types of matter. Included in this study are           
fundamental concepts such as nomenclature, calculations, chemical       
relationships, and reactions. Laboratory experiences enhance the       
students’ understanding of these concepts. 

 

 

Course: Physics 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in Algebra II; Trigonometry or         

Precalculus recommended 
Course Content: This course provides a detailed look at algebra-based physics         

including mechanics, properties of matter, waves, electricity, and        
contemporary physics concepts. Students develop skills in       
quantitative applications and in problem solving through physical        
intuition, experimental investigation, labs, and formal logic.  
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Course: Human Anatomy and Physiology 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Biology 
Course Content: This course explores God’s ultimate creation. This is an advanced          

course in the study of the structure and function of the human body.             
A foundation is established by first studying the basic body plan,           
cytology, chemistry, and histology. The major systems of the body          
are then studied. A cat will be dissected in the second semester.            
Each major system of the body is taught by lecture, laboratory, and            
hands-on activity. Students interested in health sciences, as well as          
those students simply interested in learning more about the workings          
of the human body, are encouraged to enroll.  

 
Course: Environmental Science  

Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit 1 
Prerequisites: Biology 
Course Content: This course is the study of the interactions between the materials           

that make up the earth and the organisms that live on the earth; it              
includes an understanding of how the earth functions, as well as           
developing solutions to environmental problems. The primary       
objectives of the course are 1) to help students recognize the           
responsibility we have to be good stewards of the earth; 2) to inform             
students about the inner workings of the environment, the impact of           
humans on the environment, and what we can do to reduce any            
negative consequences; and 3) to equip students with an         
understanding of environmental issues, so that they can think for          
themselves and draw conclusions about how to manage        
environmental problems. 

 

Course: AP Chemistry 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in both Algebra II and Chemistry  

Course Content: The purpose of this course is to provide instruction that is           
comparable to a freshman college course in General Chemistry. It          
provides an in-depth study of matter and chemical reactions         
including problem-solving and effectively communicating scientific      
information. Lab experiments are designed to reinforce classroom        
concepts and to allow students to master important laboratory         
techniques. This course is structured to prepare students to meet          
the challenges of a college course, and to give students the           
preparation needed to earn college credit through successful        
performance on the AP exam. To fulfill requirements for the          
laboratory component of the course, students may be required to          
attend early morning sessions, after school sessions or Saturday         
sessions during the year. It is mandatory that students enrolled in           
an AP class take the AP Exam given in May. 
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SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT: 
 

 

Course: Modern World History  

Grade Level: 9 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This course deepens the student's’ knowledge and understanding of         

world civilizations from the Era of Discovery to the present. Through           
reading, research, and discussion, students will be challenged to         
analyze the influence of ideas, the impact of events, and the           
significant contributions made by each civilization. 

 

Course: Ancient World History 
Grade Level:  10 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This course deepens the student’s knowledge and understanding of         

world civilizations and equips students to interpret the events of          
world history. Through reading, research, and discussion, students        
are challenged to analyze the influence of ideas, the impact of           
events, and the significance of contributions within each civilization.         
This course begins with the study of ancient civilizations and          
progresses through the Medieval, Renaissance, and Reformation       
time periods. 

 

Course: United States History 
Grade Level: 11 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This in-depth study brings to life the history of the United States from             

the 16th century Age of Exploration through the Information Age of           
the 20th century. Research, writing, discussion and debate develop         
the skills needed to place conflicting ideas in context and prepare           
students to assume their roles as responsible citizens. Throughout         
the course students are exposed to our country’s Christian heritage          
and the ideals of liberty, human dignity, and social responsibility.  

 

Course: College United States History I 
Grade Level: 11  
Credit: ½ (and 3 hours college credit) 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in previous history courses, ACT         

composite score of 20 and 3.0 cumulative GPA  
Course Content: This course is a survey of American political, social and economic           

history from the colonial era through the Civil War. Students will           
receive 3 hours of college credit from John Brown University in           
addition to high school credit. In order to receive JBU credit,           
students must meet their academic admissions standards and pay         
the extra concurrent credit fee. 
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Course: College United States History II 
Grade Level: 11  
Credit: ½ (and 3 hours college credit) 
Prerequisites: Minimum of B average in previous history courses, ACT         

composite score of 20 and 3.0 cumulative GPA 
Course Content: This course is a survey of American political, social and economic           

history from the colonial era through the Civil War. Students will           
receive 3 hours of college credit from John Brown University in           
addition to high school credit. In order to receive JBU credit,           
students must meet their academic admissions standards and pay         
the extra concurrent credit fee. 

 

 

Course: American Government 
Grade Level: 12 
Credit: ½  
Course Content: This course presents the Christian foundations of the American         

democratic republic. It includes a thorough study of the Constitution,          
civil rights, and civic duty. The American political party system is           
analyzed alongside the campaign and election process. Special        
emphasis is given to the three main branches of the American           
federal system: the Congress, the Presidency, and the Judiciary.  

 

 

Course: Honors American Government  
Grade Level: 12 
Credit: ½  
Course Content: In addition to the core curriculum above, this course presents a more            

detailed analysis of the Christian foundations of the American         
Government system. A thorough study of the Declaration of         
Independence and the Constitution is included with focus on the          
philosophical underpinnings of each document. The course is        
supported by the following outside reading references: Defending        
the Declaration, We Still Hold These Truths and the Federalist          
Papers (additional references may be used). Students are required          
to participate in a summer reading assignment, Defending the         
Declaration; the book is assessed through a written questionnaire         
and is due the first day of school. Students are required to take the              
final exam due to the quality points associated with this course. 
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Course: Economics 
Grade Level: 12 
Credit: ½  
Course Content: This course is designed to give a foundational understanding         

of the study of how the American and global economies          
function. A thorough analysis of the free market system will be           
used to compare and contrast past and current economic         
systems. Students will also create their own corporations and         
design a physical product as part of the Business Portfolio          
Project to understand the local economics of entrepreneurship,        
but also how it relates to foreign trade and government          
regulations. Through Economics 12 students will gain a        
broad-based knowledge of economics that will adequately       
prepare them for college and life. 

 

Course: Honors Economics 
Grade Level: 12 
Credit: ½  
Course Content: Using academic sources, students will debate current events        

and discuss domestic and foreign economic policies to gain         
not only a basic understanding of economics, but also how to           
function as citizens within any economic system. Thomas        
Sowell's Basic Economics is used as a highly analytical main          
text and The Invisible Heart is a narrative with economic          
principles that will encapsulate students with proficient       
knowledge of economics. 

 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 

 

 

Course:    Computer Applications I: Document Technologies 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Credit: ½  
Course Content: Computer Applications I was created to prepare learners for a          

growing number of jobs that require basic digital skills through the           
Google Applied Digital Skills curriculum. In this course, students         
learn to use digital tools to accomplish everyday tasks, develop the           
skills necessary to obtain a job or advance in a career, and plan             
events, develop budgets, and manage projects using technology.        
Students will develop an advanced skill set in Chrome OS          
applications, including but not limited to Google Docs, Google         
Sheets and Google Slides and coding within Script Editor. 
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Course: Digital Design I: Photography I (1st semester) 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Credit: 1/2 
Required Equipment: A DSLR or mirrorless camera that must be brought to class           

daily. 
Course Content: In this course students will learn the fundamentals of digital          

photography. The course will focus on how to use DSLR cameras           
and how to expose an image. Students will also learn shutter speed,            
ISO, and depth of field while also working on basic post-production           
processes. Students will learn through instruction, but mostly        
through hands-on projects that may include images for school sports          
teams, website and social media content, senior recognition posters,         
school portraits and documenting school events for the entire school          
year. Weekly photography assignments outside of class are        
required. 

  
 
Course: Digital Design I: Photography II (2nd semester) 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Credit: 1/2 
Required Equipment: A DSLR or mirrorless camera that must be brought to class           

daily. 
Course Content: In this course students will learn the more advanced components of           

digital photography by learning to shoot in manual mode, how to           
meter, bracket, and develop a specific style as a digital artist. This            
course will discuss advanced lighting techniques as well as learning          
how to conduct a photoshoot. Students will primarily develop skills          
through projects and beginning to develop a portfolio of         
photographs. Weekly photography assignments outside of class are        
required. 

 

 

Course: Digital Design II: Digital Filmmaking 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Teacher Approval 
Other Requirements: This course will require participation at events both during         

and outside of regular school hours. 
Course Content: Students will be involved in the creation of digital filmmaking.          

Students will learn about telling visual stories by learning the          
technical aspects of digital cameras as well as the artistic and           
creative process behind the ideas that turn into a video. DDII will            
also work with the Studio 7 interns to create videos for businesses            
and individuals in order to get real world experiences as well as for             
adding to your e-portfolio. This course will also satisfy the Fine Art            
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graduation requirement. 
 
Course:    Digital Design III: Web Design 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Credit: ½  
Course Content: Digital Design III: Web Design was created to teach skills to           

develop and maintain a website. In this course, students learn to           
plan Web pages, design layouts, construct websites and use a          
variety of Web tools (including Adobe Photoshop) to develop         
websites for their personal brand, groups, events, organizations,        
etc. Web development platforms introduced in this course include         
Wix, Wordpress, Google Sites and more. Students will develop an          
understanding of search engine optimization (SEO) and platform        
optimization. Students also gain hands-on experience with social        
media production and learn social media marketing strategies. 

 

Course: Studio 7 Internship 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Application, Teacher/Committee Approval & DDI, DDII, or DDIII 
Other Requirements: This course will require participation at events both during and            

outside of regular school hours. 
Course Content: Interns will assist in the operation of Studio 7 by producing content            

for the school’s website, digital signage, and social media. Interns          
will also assist digital design students working with businesses and          
individuals to complete projects in photography, videography, and        
graphic design. This is an excellent opportunity for students to          
build a portfolio and gain valuable real-life experience in the field of            
digital design. 

 
Course: Studio 7 Sports Internship 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: 1 
Prerequisites: Application, Teacher/Committee Approval & DDI, DDII, or DDIII 
Other Requirements: This course will require participation at events both during and            

outside of regular school hours. 
Course Content: Interns will assist in the operation of Studio 7 by producing content            

for the school’s athletics website, digital signage, and athletics         
social media. Interns will also assist livestream students, Studio 7          
interns, coaches and teams to complete projects in photography,         
videography, and graphic design. This is an excellent opportunity         
for students to build a portfolio and gain valuable real-life          
experience in the field of sports media. 

 

 
*Digital Design I: Photography I and II and Digital Design II: Video Filmmaking will              
count towards students’ Fine Arts credit required for graduation. 
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OTHER OPTIONS (ELECTIVES): 
 

 

Course:    Personal Finance 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: This course introduces students to basic business principles and         

economic concepts. Relevant topics such as personal finance,        
consumerism, investments, and entrepreneurship challenge     
students to become responsible and informed participants in the         
marketplace. Students participate in the Arkansas Council on        
Economic Education Stock Market Game to gain insight into         
investments and buying and selling stocks and shares. They also          
use Newspapers in the Classroom/Business and Farm section as         
part of their classroom learning.  Practical elements of        
employment and career building are highlighted. 

 

 

Course: Speech 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Credit: ½  
Course Content: Speech introduces fundamental concepts of oral communication       

including voice and diction, public speaking, oral interpretation,        
and mass communication. Students also participate in PowerPoint        
presentations given with persuasive speeches, demonstrative      
speeches, informative speeches, and devotional speeches.      
Students will learn the vocabulary and format of Lincoln-Douglas         
and policy debate, as well as how to conduct meetings using           
parliamentary procedure.  

 

 

Course: College Public Speaking 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: ½ (and 3 hours college credit) 
Prerequisites: JBU requires an ACT composite score of 20 
Course Content: This is a college level course in which students will gain theoretical            

and applied knowledge of public speaking techniques. Speeches        
will include extemporaneous, impromptu, informative, persuasive,      
and rhetorical analysis. Students will receive 3 hours of college          
credit from John Brown University in addition to high school credit.           
In order to receive JBU credit, students must meet their academic           
admissions standards and pay the extra concurrent credit fee. 
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Course: Yearbook 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Credit: 1 
Course Content: Students taking this course will serve in staff positions for the           

Cornerstone student yearbook. Staff members will plan and        
develop the yearbook theme, design the cover and section pages,          
write and edit stories, design graphics, sell and design advertising          
space, write headlines and captions, and shoot and prepare photos          
for publication. Some after-school work is required, including        
shooting photos at extra-curricular school events. Throughout the        
year, students will travel to attend conferences and compete in          
journalism contests. Through teamwork and individual instruction,       
students will develop basic skills related to desktop publishing,         
layout and design, photography, journalistic writing, advertising,       
promotion, and organization. Students will learn Adobe InDesign and         
Photoshop software. The course adheres to the frameworks defined         
by Arkansas Department of Education in Digital Communications I.         
Chromebook Google apps will be used as well. 

 

 

 

 

ONLINE CONCURRENT CREDIT OPTIONS: 
 

These courses are offered online through Southwest Baptist University.  Students must be 
recommended by a faculty member, must be able to meet rigorous collegiate academic 
expectations, have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0 and composite ACT score of 18. 
These courses will allow the student to receive both high school credit and transferable 
college credit.  Each course is the equivalent of one semester of high school credit and 3 
hours of college credit.  There is an extra fee for these courses.  (The current cost per 
course is $285.)  
 

Course:    College General Psychology 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: ½ (3 credit hours) 
Prerequisites: ACT composite score of 18 
Course Content: This is a “life-oriented” course including: physiological 

backgrounds of behavior, development, motivation, emotion, 
intelligence, personality, adjustment, and social psychology.  

 

 

Course:    College Introductory Sociology 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Credit: ½ (3 credit hours) 
Prerequisites: ACT composite score of 18 
Course Content: This course is a survey of major subject areas and principles of 

sociology:  Topics of the nature and development of culture; social 
aspects of personality; population trends, social classes institutions 
and social change.  
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ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS: 
 

Program: Learning Lab 
Grade Level: 7-12 
Description: This is an assist program that accommodates students with         

learning differences in the regular classroom. Each student is         
scheduled into the least restrictive setting that provides for a          
successful learning experience. Because all children are unique        
with varying strengths and weaknesses, each child is assigned to          
classes according to his assessed potential. A battery of         
educational tests is used to determine the most appropriate         
placement while enrolled at Arkansas Baptist. Learning Lab is         
offered throughout the school day. Times and schedules of         
classes vary from year to year depending on the needs of the            
student and needs within the school system. 

 

 

Program: Discovery Program 

Grade Level: 7 – 12  
Description: Educational Therapy, most commonly referred to as “Discovery” is         

a mediated learning experience in which a student with diagnosed          
learning disabilities meets with a therapist twice each week for two           
80 minute sessions. Twenty-six techniques are utilized to stimulate         
areas of vulnerability in perception and cognition. The therapists         
use interactive language, strategic thinking, and dynamic       
mediation to develop core academic skills and higher order         
processing. This is a highly successful program for the student          
who applies himself. It takes an average of three years to make            
lasting changes in the student’s cognition, and turns dependent,         
underachieving students into independent learners who better       
understand their own thinking ability and become self-advocates.        
Students remain in therapy until they prove themselves an         
independent learner, able to function independently in the regular         
classroom and their annual testing shows he/she is on academic          
grade level and evidences improvement on standardized tests        
both academic and psychological. The ultimate goal is to allow          
students to develop the ability to become independently successful         
in the regular classroom environment. 
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CENTER FOR UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
Concurrent College Credit Program 

 
The Baptist Preparatory School offers several options for students to earn college credit 
while concurrently receiving high school credit for the same course.  A description of each 
option, requirements and additional fees are detailed below. Please be aware that the 
requirements and fees are set by the College Board and the partner universities and are 
subject to change.  
 
The College Board - AP Courses 
 
The AP curriculum, administered by The College Board, consists of standardized high 
school courses that are roughly equivalent to undergraduate college courses.  After 
completing an AP class, students are required to take the AP exam in that subject. 
Students can earn college credit based upon their score on the exam.  The AP exam score 
requirements to receive credit vary by college or university.  
 

Minimum Requirements: All AP Courses require a minimum of a B average in the 
previous year’s course and a teacher recommendation. 
 
Additional Costs: There is a fee charged by The College Board to take the AP 
exam.  The current year’s cost is $92 per exam. 
 
Courses Offered: AP Calculus AB, AP Calculus BC (online), AP Chemistry, AP 
English Language and Composition, AP English Literature and Composition, AP 
European History (online) and other online AP courses with approval of the 
Guidance Counselor. 
 
Receiving Credit:  Students will receive an online score report from The College 
Board in July for each AP exam taken.  They should send this report to the college 
or university they are attending in order to receive credit. 

 
John Brown University 
 
These courses are taught by a qualified Baptist Prep faculty member in conjunction with a 
JBU faculty member.  The course requirements, textbooks, syllabus, assessments and 
grading criteria used are the same as the courses taught on the JBU campus. 
 

Minimum Requirements: All JBU courses require a minimum ACT (or equivalent 
test) composite score of 20, a minimum unweighted cumulative GPA of 3.0, and a 
faculty recommendation.  Additionally, math courses require a minimum score of 19 
on the math section of the ACT (or equivalent test). 
 
Additional Costs: The JBU courses cost $415 per 3 hour credit hour course.  JBU 
bills Baptist Prep directly, so payment must be made to Baptist Prep by check or 
credit card no later than September 1 for the fall semester and January 15 for the 
spring semester.  
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Application Process:  Students will complete an online application for JBU during 
class the first week of school.  They will need their Social Security numbers, ACT 
(or equivalent) test scores and an unweighted cumulative GPA to complete the 
application.  
 
Courses Offered:  
 
College Public Speaking (COM 2523) 

This is a semester course.  Students will receive 3 credit hours from JBU 
and ½ high school credit from Baptist Prep.  

College US History I: United States History since 1865 (HST 2114) 
This is a semester class taken back to back with College History II. 
Students will receive a total of 3 credit hours from JBU and 1/2 credit from 
Baptist Prep. 

College US History II: United States History to 1865 (HST 2123) 
This is a semester class taken back to back with College History I. 
Students will receive a total of 3 credit hours from JBU and 1/2 credit from 
Baptist Prep. 

College English I: Composition (ENG 1013)  
This is a semester class taken back to back with College English II. 
Students will receive a total of 3 credit hours from JBU and 1/2 credit from 
Baptist Prep. 

College English I: Literary Analysis (ENG 1023)  
This is a semester class taken back to back with College English I. 
Students will receive a total of 3 credit hours from JBU and 1/2 credit from 
Baptist Prep. 

College Algebra (MTH 1113) 
This is a year-long course.  Students will receive 3 credit hours from JBU 
and 1 credit from Baptist Prep.  
 

Receiving Credit:  Students must request a transcript to be sent directly from JBU 
to the university they are attending. The JBU Transcript Request Form may found 
on the school website or is available in the school office. 
 
 

Ouachita Baptist University 
 
These courses are taught by a qualified Baptist Prep faculty member in conjunction with an 
OBU faculty member.  The course requirements, textbooks, syllabus, assessments and 
grading criteria used are the same as the courses taught on the OBU campus. 
 

Minimum Requirements: All OBU courses require a minimum ACT (or equivalent 
test) composite score of 18, a minimum of a B average in the previous year’s Bible 
class, and a faculty recommendation.  Additionally, the Greek courses require a 
minimum of a B average in the previous year’s foreign language course. 

 
Additional Costs: The OBU courses cost $350 per 3 hour credit hour course. 
OBU bills Baptist Prep directly, so payment must be made to Baptist Prep by check 
or credit card no later than September 1. 
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Application Process:  Students will complete a paper application for OBU during 
class the first week of school.  
 
 
Courses Offered:  
 
College Bible: New Testament Greek I (2203) 

This is a year-long course.  Students will receive a total of 3 credit hours 
from OBU and 1 credit from Baptist Prep.  This course will be offered 
annually. 

College Bible: Survey of the Bible (CORE1113) 
This is a year-long course.  Students will receive 3 credit hours from BU and 
1 high school credit from Baptist Prep.  This course will be offered on a 
3-year rotational basis. 

College Bible: New Testament Greek II (2213) 
This is a year-long course.  Students will receive a total of 3 credit hours 
from OBU and 1 credit from Baptist Prep.  This course will be offered on a 
3-year rotational basis. 

College Bible: Interpreting the Bible (1123) 
This is a year-long course.  Students will receive a total of 3 credit hours 
from OBU and 1 credit from Baptist Prep.  This course will be offered on a 
3-year rotational basis. 

 
Receiving Credit:  Students must request a transcript to be sent directly from OBU 
to the university they are attending.  

 
 

Southwest Baptist University: 
 
These are online courses, so students must bring their Chromebook to school each day to 
complete their work and they must be capable of working independently.  Students will be 
scheduled one period during the day to complete their coursework.  In order to receive 
both high school and college credit, students must complete the course by December 15 
for the first semester and May 13 for the second semester. 
 

Minimum Requirements: All SBU courses require a minimum composite score of 
18, a minimum of a 3.5 cumulative GPA and a faculty recommendation. 
Additionally, the Computer Science course requires a minimum of a 25 composite 
score on the ACT. 

 
Additional Costs: The SBU courses cost $285 per 3 hour credit hour course. 
SBU bills parents directly, so you will need to complete payment arrangements with 
them no later than September 1 for first semester courses and January 15 for 
second semester courses.  Payments should be made through the SBU Portal 
system. 

 
Application Process:  Students will complete a paper application for SBU during 
class the first week of school.  
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Courses Offered:  
 

College General Psychology (PSY1013) 
This is a semester course.  Students will receive 3 credit hours from SBU 
and ½ high school credit from Baptist Prep.  

College Introductory Sociology (SOC1003) 
This is a semester course.  Students will receive 3 credit hours from SBU 
and ½ high school credit from Baptist Prep.  

 
Receiving Credit:  Students must request a transcript to be sent directly from SBU 
to the university they are attending.  The official transcript may be requested from 
the SBU website at http://www.sbuniv.edu/Reg/transcript.HTM. 
 
 

  
All Baptist Prep concurrent partner universities are fully accredited by the nationally 
recognized North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, and as such, credit earned 
through these institutions is widely accepted at other universities.  However, each 
university sets their own credit transfer standards and Baptist Prep can make no guarantee 
that college credit earned through the Center for University Studies will transfer to the 
school of their choice.  Students should familiarize themselves with the credit transfer 
policies at the university they are planning to attend. 
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